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Abstract. Relationships between the classical KMS condition and the time
evolution for classical systems are discussed.

1. Introduction
The well known theorem of Tomita-Takesaki [1] on automorphisms of Von Neumann algebras becomes trivial in the case of a commutative algebra.
On the other hand the physical ideas related to the Tomita's theorem suggest
that there should be some non trivial version of the theorem in the commutative
case.
In this paper we analyze a possible "commutative" version of the TomitaTakesaki's theorem.
2. Non Commutative ("Quantum") Theory
It is believed that states in quantum statistical mechanics can be described by
some positive linear functional on an involutive normed algebra 21, with identity.
It is somehow clear that there is not a unique algebra which is useful for the
description of a given statistical mechanical system. Usually the algebra 9ί is an
union of an increasing family of concrete (local) C*-algebras of bounded operators
on Hubert spaces.
We shall call an algebra 91 of the type just described "algebra of strictly local
quantum observables" [2]. We shall drop in what follows, the words "strictly
local" when referring to this concept.
A "state" ρ is a positive normalized linear functional on 91 [2].
Given a state ρ on 91 we can find a Hubert space J^ ρ , a representation π of
91 as algebra of bounded operators in 34?ρ, and a cyclic vector ξe J f ρ, such that

ξ)
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A state ρ over an algebra 91 of quantum observables will be called "admissible" if
2) the quadratic form Ψ defined on π(2ϊ)ξ by
Ψ(π(A)ξ, π(B)ξ) = ρ(BΆ*) = (π(B*)ξ, π{A)*ξ),

A, BeW

is closable and hence, its closure defines an (unbounded) operator | / Z : J fQ-+2tfρ
such that:
Ψ(π(A)ξ, π(B)ξ) = (]/Aπ(A)ξ,

γήπ(B)ξ)

which is essentially selfadjoint on π(SΆ)ξ.
The first admissibility condition implies the separating character of ξ for
π(2I) [i.e. if π(A)ξ = 0, Ae% then π(yl) = 0].
The following theorems can be shown to be equivalent.
Theorem 1. Let 21 be an algebra of quantum observables and let ρ be an admissible state on 21. Then the operator A is strictly positive and Alt is a group of
unitary operators on J f Q such that:

Vίe(-oo, +oo),
where £%(2I) is the Von Neumann algebra generated by π(2ί).
Theorem 2. (Tomita-Takesaki's theorem). // 0i is a Von Neumann algebra and
ξ is a cyclic and separating vector for M, then there is a unique positive operator A
such that 2yjD0lξ and:
i) (B*ξ,A*ξ) = (]/AAξ,\/ABξ) ΊA.BeM (KMS condition),
ii) Ait@A~itC@ Vie(-oo, +oo).
The reason why we state Tomita-Takesaki theorem in the non conventional
form of Theorem 1 is twofold. Its formulation has a content which, in some way,
is physically clearer than that of Theorem 2: the separability condition for ^?(9I)
is replaced by the separability for π(2I) (which seems easier to check in the applications, even though there are few cases [3], in which it can be really checked
directly) and by the essential selfadjointness of ]/~A over π(9I)ξ which seems to be
the really hard question whose understanding is probably equivalent to the
understanding of the time evolution of the quantum system [3]. This first reason
seems not objective enough and the above argument should receive more support
from the fact that Theorem 1 has a word by word non trivial analogue in the
case the algebra 21 is an algebra of functions over a phase space Jf and ρ is a
probability measure on Jf ("state" on 21) such that 21c£ 2 (jf, ρ).
Remark. The equivalence of Theorems 1 and 2 is well known: in fact Theorem 1
follows from Theorem 2 via the remark that, by the Kaplanski density theorem
(for instance), the closability of Ψ implies that ξ is separating for ^(21) vice versa
an examination of the first steps of the proof of Theorem 2 easily shows that it
would be a consequence of Theorem 1 [1].
We thank O. Bratteli and D. W. Robinson for this remark which replaces an earlier more complicate argument.
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3. Commutative ("Classical") Theory
It is believed that the states of classical statistical mechanics are described by
some positive linear functional on an algebra 21, with identity, of continuous
functions on a topological space Jf, "the phase space" [2].
There is no unique algebra 21 which is useful for the above mentioned description. Usually 21 is a selfadjoint algebra of bounded functions (i.e. if/e2I
also fe 21). A property on 21 is assumed. Let C(Jf) be the space of continuous,
possibly unbounded, functions on Jf; then a bilinear mapping {•, }:2Ix2I-»
C(Jf) ("Poisson bracket" [4]) is defined, with the properties:
ϋ) {f,g}={f,g}
iii) {fg,h}={g,h}f
iv) There exists an automorphism I for the algebraic structure of 21 such that
J2=l,

If = ΪJ,

I{f,g}=-{If,Ig}

("time reversal").
An algebra 21 of functions with the above structure and properties will be
called an "algebra of (strictly local) classical observables".
A state ρ is a probability measure on J f such that 2ί CL2(J)f, ρ) and furthermore 21 is dense in L2(Jf, ρ).
We shall say that ρ is "admissible" if (Jf, ρ) is a Lebesgue space and:
α) {g9f}eLt{jr,Q) Vg,fe%
β) the quadratic form ρ({/, g}) defines an antisymmetric operator Jδf on 21
such that:
ρ({/, g}) = (&f, g)

(KMS condition [4]).

[Here ( , •) denotes the scalar product in L2(jf, ρ) and ρ ( / ) = \ fdρ] and iS£ is
essentially selfadjoint on 21.
γ) / [see iv)] extends to a unitary operator on L 2 .
The following theorem holds:
Theorem 3. Let 21 be an algebra of classical observables and let ρ be an admissible state on 21, then there exists a family of measure preserving automorphisms
(Tt9te(-co,
oo)) o/(jf,ρ) such that (e^tf){x) = f{Ttx\ xeJf or, equivalently, eXt
maps LQO ffl,Q) o n t o itself in a multiplicative way eset(fg) = (esetf)(esetg).
We shall not insist on the analogy between Theorems 1 and 3.
We notice only that the the condition that the ρ({f g}) defines an antisymmetric operator on 21 is in some sense analogue to the separability condition
ρ(RB*) = O<=>ρ(B*jB) = () in the non commutative case.
In the classical case however this condition can be easily checked in many
interesting cases [4]. The operator S£ has automatically equal defect indices in
consequence of time reversal invariance of ρ. The essential selfadjointness of ϊif
on 2ί seems, also in the classical case, to be the really deep and difficult thing to
check in the applications and is probably equivalent, in the applications, to the
problem of understanding the existence of the dynamics [4].
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4. Proof of Theorem 3
Theorem 3 is an immediate consequence of the following result:
Theorem 4.
Let i££ be an operator essentially selfadjoint on a domain
p f , ρ ) , which is a selfadjoint algebra with identity (i.e. if / e 2 I
thenje'ϋ)
j
and such that:

Then there exists a family of measure preserving automorphisms Tt:3Γ->Jf such
that: (e^f)(x) = f(Ttx) a.e. for xeJf, ί e ( - o o , oo).
Proof Let C0 = {φ\φ:(— oo, oo)->( — oo, oo) bounded and infinitely different i a t e , with bounded derivatives, and such that: |x| \φ'(x)\^>0 for x-+±oo}.
Let 0(JS?) be the domain of J2\
By the hypothesis the following property is easily verified: if ψeC0 then
ψ(f)e@(&) if / i s real, /eSί, and furthermore ^ψ(f) = ψf(f)^f
This can be obtained by uniformly approximating ψ' with polynomials in

[-11/11 oo, 11/11 J
If Λ-ΦO is real then (JSf — A)2ί is dense in L 2 , because iJS? is essentially selfadjoint on ϊt.
Let α be real, aeL^, and let {&„} be a sequence of real elements in 91 such
that: (&-λ)bn = an-+a in L2. Then:feΛ—>(jSf— λ)~ιa = b in L 2
a + λbϊn L2.
Consider now ψ(b), ψe C o ; clearly: xp(b)=\imψ(bn) in L 2
n

in L 2 .
Hence \p(b)e2>{&) and ifφ(/?) = t/;'(fo)(α + /lft) (because ipeC 0 ).
Let λu...,λp_1
be p —1 non zero real numbers and
aί,a29...,ap^ίeLO0,ai
real, ΐ = l , 2, ...,p~ 1, /ιe2ί ψi,ψ2» J 1 Pp-i e CΌ and put bx = {$£ — λ)~1ai. Then:

and

=Σf= ί
as follows by joint induction on / and g.
Let J* be the (complex) algebra generated by the functions of the form
One has:
i) y^CL^
[and, of course, «cL o o n®(«S? )].
ii) I'JS? is essentially selfadjoint on &.
iii) lϊgeSJ(^) and Λ G « then:
and
ί

iv) L^c\t£~ (L00)
i) Is obvious.

is dense in L p in the L p -norm if l ^ p < +oo.
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Notice first that ii) (if — λ)& at fixed λΦO, contains the functions of the form
— λ)ψ((J£ — λ)~1 a), a = aeL00; choosing ψneC0 such that:
ψn(x) = x
if
ψn(x)=l + n if
one realizes that ψn{{^-λ)-1a)^{^-λ)'-1a
= b in L2, and Jgy?yι((JSf-A)"1α) =
1
φ;((if-A)" α)(α + A5)^(α + /lb) in L 2 and hence L
iii) I f / e ^ then:
toft, if/) =to,ftJ?/) = to, i f (ft0) - to, ZjSfft)
(where we have used the obvious fact that if ft = J^h) which proves iii).
iv) If b = be& and ψeC0 also ψ(b)eLaontSίf~ί(Lo0) (as above) hence the density of 3d in L2 implies that any function in L^ can be approximated in L2-norm
by a sequence of uniformly bounded functions in L^nJ?'1^^):
hence this
manifold is dense in Lp for all l ^ p < +00 in Zy norm. A further result that will
be needed is the following basic lemma which is proven in Appendix to avoid
a diversion from the main line of the proof: if fe L^, then Vλ real and non zero,
and put g = {&-λ)"1/,
Then keL^ and g2keLί. One has

λ e ( - 00, 00), λφO. Let k=

=2\-(<?g9gh)+Mg,gh)\
= 2\-((&-λ)g9gh)\
=
but

2\-agh)\^2\\f\\O0\\g\\2\\h\\2

and hence:

2

a n d

2

The above chain of inequalities implies that ||0 ||2="H/Hoo Wθh/IM
g
and, taking away the moduli signs where possible, that <£g2 = 2g$£g. The
inequality

may be iterated by induction. One obtains:

ii^iiz^di/iioo/
or, in other words:
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and therefore:

This easily implies [6], that \\(&-λ)-χ\\pp^l/\λ\ and

%
x

(because if 2 ^ p < + oo the restriction of i f to @(J£)r\LpnJ£~ (Lp\
as an operator
on Lp, can be seen to be densely defined and is closed) [7]. Therefore also

II^ΊIi

Let now f,geL^r\Q){^£)\ then e^f, ^ e L ^ n ^ i f ) and it is easily verified
t

t

that the product (e* f)(e* g)e@(&)nL00

m

m

If we put F(ή = (e f){e g)

and

then:

F(ί0)) = ( ί - ί 0 ) 1

+ (ί - 1 0 ) ~ (e*<g - e*«g) (^f)-^

<*((<?*f)(e

in L 2 .
Therefore F(t) is norm differentiable in L2 and:
dF(t)/dt = &F(t)
which implies that:

By density argument the above equality can be proven for all
So we have shown that em is a multiplicative map of L^ into itself, i.e. eXt
defines an automorphism of the equivalence class (mod. 0) of measurable sets of
JΓ, i.e. a mapping which preserves countable unions, and measure, [8].
Since the measure space (jf, ρ) is a Lebesgue space, it follows [9], that there
is a family (Tti te(— oo, oo)) of automorphisms (mod. 0) of (Jf, ρ) such that

Vie (-oo, +oo), VxeJf.
5. Concluding Remarks
The Theorem 3 is clearly related, in the case of physical interest, to the problem
of the existence of dynamics for infinite (or finite), hamiltonian systems. Its usefulness is however limited because the essential selfadjointness of S£ is too difficult to be checked.
We notice that, in the case of an algebra of classical observables and of a state
ρ on it such that / extends to a unitary operator on L2(jf, ρ), the operator iJS?,
when defined at all, has selfadjoint extensions. Hence a natural question would
be whether there are selfadjoint extensions i& of ΐJS? such that (e ^/Hx) is of the
form f(ftx) where (ft, te(— oo, +oo)) is a family of measure preserving automorphisms of the measure space (Jf, ρ).
Generally every selfadjoint extension & of this kind corresponds intuitively
to different ways of resolving the "catastrophes" which may occur along the
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trajectories of ftx; hence the essential selfadjointness should mean that, with
probability one, there is no real ambiguity in solving the equations of motions
for ftx which are generated on X by i f thought as a vector field on X (when
possible, e.g. in all the applications to classical statistical mechanics).
It would be interesting to make more precise the above intuitive considerations.
Identical considerations are possible for the quantum case.
Notice also, that the available existence theorems [4, 10] for time evolution
of classical systems can be thought, in our context, as theorems on the existence
of good selfadjoint extensions of iif.
Another problem which is closely related to the one investigated in this paper
is the following: given a densily defined derivation δ on a C*-algebra 31, does it
define a strongly continuous group of automorphisms of 91?
This problem is analyzed in detail in the papers [11,12]; we are indebted
to S. Doplicher for bringing some of these works to our attention.
Acknowledgements. We are grateful to O. Bratteli, G. Monroy, G. Marmo, C. Nappi, D. W. Robinson, L. Russo for stimulating discussions.
We are also greatly indebted to O. Bratteli and D. W. Robinson for pointing out some redundances
and a serious mistake in the first version of this work.
Appendix
then, for all non zero real λ, (if — λ)~1fef}p>1

Lemma. IffeL^

Lp.

Proof. It is enough to consider real functions feL^. Put g = (J£ — λ)~1f
Let χn>M(x) be a C°°-function such that
Xn,M(x) = ° i f
χnM(x) = 0 if
ZH,M( X ) = = 1
X

if

x

^ n
x^2M

2nf^x<LM

(assume

In<M).

ιs

XΠ,M( ) increasing between n and In and decreasing between M and 2M with
slope bounded by 2/n and 2/M, respectively. Then x2χn>M(χ2)
i s C 0 0 with compact support and

ή U r t ^

Vxe(-oo,oo).

The following relation holds, since g

= ((J? - 2λ)g\nM{g\

(-j?-2λΓ1l)=-

letting M->oo and using \g2Xn)M(g2)\^$,g,g2^Lι
vergence ifχ Λ (x)= lim χnM{x)\

(1/2A) ((if - 2λ)g\nM{g\

we find, by dominated con-

M->oo

lθ2Xn(g2)dQ=

1)

-(l/λ)$fgχn(g2)dρ-(l/λ)jg3χ'n(g2)dρ
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Since χ'n(g ) ^ 0 we obtain
2

2

j (g + fg/λ)dρ ί -(l/λ) J g^n{g )dρ

.

If n is large enough this means that

hence
(2n - (|| / 1 | J\λ\) ]/4n)ρ(E(2n ^g2^
provided n is large enough.
Put μk = ρ(E(2k^g2^2k+1))

4n)) ^ (8 ]/ϊ/\λ\) ]/nρ(E(n ^g2^

In))

then for n = 2k we find that 3 C > 0 such that

for k large enough.
Hence 3 C > 0 such that

Let p ^ 1 then
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